
Business Assistance for Research Acceleration and Sustainability
(BARAS) is a premier Technology Business Incubator (TBI) in Central
Luzon which aims to nurture revolutionary ideas through establishing
vibrant startup ecosystem engaging the academe, government, industry
and the local community.

Relating to the most famous landmark in Bulacan, "Barasoain" was derived from a 
place in Spain to which the missionaries found the place in Malolos in striking 
similarity. When the Spanish-Filipino revolution broke-out, the revolutionaries coined 
the term "baras ng suwail" meaning "dungeon of the defiant."

baras



To be the technology business incubator in the region.

VISION

by fostering collaboration among the
academe, government, and industries, offering an enabling
environment for startups to accelerate ideas to
commercialization.

MISSION

GOALS

ACTIVATE DESIRE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS

BUILD STRONG LINKAGES

EXPEDITE STARTUP POTENTIAL



5 Core Programs

• Education and 
training in line with its 
goal to activate desire 
for technology 
business through 
bootcamps

Awareness 
Program

Competitions
• Reverse Pitching
• Hackathon

Incubation Program
• Mentoring/ 

Coaching
• Consultation

Networking
• Meet-ups
• Demo Day
• Kapihan/ Kamustahan

Sessions

Trainings/ Workshops
• Ideation
• Design Thinking
• Technopreneurship 101



EMPOWER the startup 
ecosystem

CULTIVATE venture ideas to 
become a sustainable entity 

HARMONIZE Network between 
the academe, government, and 
corporate sectors

Linang-IN(novation) is a 
year-long  intensive 
incubation program 
that offers space and 
helps startup grow and 
scale fast through 
individual mentoring 
sessions.



COHORT 1 
VENTURES



Clire Innotech
IOT water monitoring, IOT air 
monitoring, and IOT soil monitoring 
are devices that can regularly check 
the quality of water, air, and soil, 
respectively, using a new type of 
technology called the “Internet of 
Things” (IOT). 

It is a system of interrelated 
computing devise, mechanical and 
digital machines provided with unique 
identifiers and the ability to transfer 
data over a network without requiring 
human-to-human or human-to-
computer interaction.

Cohort1 Ventures

FOUNDERS
Richard Albert C. Salivio
Dr. Jayson Victoriano

jayson.victoriano@bulsu.edu.ph



GoVets
An Application that makes it
convenient for pet owners to
complete their pet’s vaccination
program at home.

No more missed schedules, no
more restarting the program and
no more worries for the pet owners.

Cohort1 Ventures

FOUNDER

Bryann Gonzales

bryann@blpetshoppe.com



Teachtronix Lab

Through the use of open-source hardware
and software, PLC can be made cheaper
than conventional one. Arduino is an
alternative component to the processor of the
PLC device that made it cheaper. With the
used of open-source software, ladder
programming Arduino compatible called
ladder maker, it is easy to implement the PLC
based on Arduino. The authenticity of this
product with the existing one is unique
hardware design of the PLC circuit board.

Cohort1 Ventures

FOUNDERS
Engr. Donald Lapiguera
Engr. Paul Ryan Santiago

An industrial controller PLC clone based on 
Arduino platform.

donald.lapiguera@bulsu.edu.ph



Likhanap
Online Art Community for
Professional and Amateur Artists.

Emerging artist who just got
started in art business faces a great
challenge to acquire opportunities
with regards to market and evince
their work. To solve this problem,
the team created a Web-Based
Market Platform of Freelance
Artists to Sole Proprietors.

Cohort1 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS
Elton John Y. Tuazon
Almira Bianca C. Fajardo
Franz Gabriel A. Catipon
Janica Marielle G. Gulinao almirabiancafajardo@gmail.com



LocatAR
An augmented environment
mapping application for industrial
firms.

Cohort1 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS
Kevin Macale
Kyran Zajnar Dela Paz
Engr. Aldrin Bernardo

aldrin.bernardo@bulsu.edu.ph



Paluto
An E-commerce platform for
buying and selling home cooked
foods.

Paluto enables individuals or small
food services to become a food
seller in a community and connect
them to customers who want to
have a taste of authentic Filipino
dishes or family specialties.

Cohort1 Ventures

FOUNDER

Jerameel delos Reyes

jerameeldelosreyes@gmail.com



Teachnobot
A Low-cost robotics trainer for
STEAM and vocational courses
taking Electronics

Cohort1 Ventures

FONDERS
Luis S. Mallari 
Feliciano B. Santos Jr

mallariluis45@gmail.com



Cake Relations
A platform for pastry and bakery 
businesses that offers product
customization to its clientele.

Cake Relation will be a platform for the 
voiceless pastry and bakery 
businesses to stand out and be known 
in the market. We will provide a 
system that is powered by modern 
technology, connecting our business 
partners to their prospective 
customers. 

Cohort1 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS
Judith H. Gabatin
Ma. Klarence Masing
Michael Castro
Meldex Delos Santos judith.gabatin@bulsu.edu.ph



COHORT 2 
VENTURES



MushieGrow
Mushroom growing automation
system is an integration of a fruit
chamber, peltier fan for cooling,
various sensors such as light
sensor, humidity sensor and
temperature sensor, humidifier and
mobile app for monitoring. With
this system, growers will reduce
their manpower requirements at
the same time, remotely monitor
the parameters for mushroom
growth ensuring high-quality and
high-yielding mushroom harvests.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Engr. Donald Lapiguera
Engr. Paul Ryan Santiago
Janella Rutte Caluag
Lawrence Dela Cruz

Venesse Gonzales
Charlene Faith Delfin

donald.lapiguera@bulsu.edu.ph



ALAB

An application that will map the
locations of the nearest fire
hydrants within a certain vicinity
that can also monitor the state of
each fire hydrants, whether it is
working or not.

Cohort2 Ventures

Fire Hydrant Mapping App.

TEAM MEMBERS

Engr. Marlon Leyesa
Rabriel F. De Guzman
Adrian James D. Sacdalan
Abiel B. Bulanadi

Edward Drexler U. Gallardo

marlon.leyesa@bulsu.edu.ph 



FireSecure

An application software to resolve
the difficulties of Bureau of Fire
Protection Malolos in monitoring
and assessing the buildings and
structures compliance with the
Fire Code of the Philippines
Republic Act No. 9514.

Cohort2 Ventures

Automated Fire Code 
Compliance Checking System

TEAM MEMBERS

Engr. Marlon Leyesa
Danica Marie C. Boton
Joanna Lorraine P. Morit
Jennine B. Saguinsin

Imie O. Juvida

marlon.leyesa@bulsu.edu.ph 



Alumni Dashboard
Application
Mobile Application that will assist them 
in producing accurate data that can be 
used in several purposes such as for 
accreditation, marketing and profit 
opportunities.

ADA is real time accessibility via mobile 
app. Integrated notifications on both 
mobile and web system. Multiple 
platform ennoblement on mobile and 
web. Secured data on cloud.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Romelsa D. Romero
Lyn M. Dalisaymo
Jose Ravenal S. Ocampo
Raevinor Gonzales romelsa.romero@bulsu.edu.ph



ShoPet

Android-based application for acquiring
pets so that the pet owners who wants
to give their pets a new home and
companion, and prospective pet
acquirers who will take care of these
animals can do the process easily.

The applications’ feature will be
delimited to shop, sell, chat, view the
user profile, the user’s pets, info, and
help.

Cohort2 Ventures

Pet Adoption Application

TEAM MEMBERS

Prof. Yolanda Roberto
Lourd Nathaniel S. Gonzales
Eris M. Balingit
Oliver M. Igaya Jr.

Vincent Joshua E. Tigas

yolanda.roberto@bulsu.edu.ph 



Lifeline
Mobile application that will educate
users the importance of donating blood,
will help boost the number of blood
donors, and will ease the process of
finding blood assistance. This will
include features such as a page
containing information and facts about
blood donation, blood donors and
recipients profiling, online appointment
scheduling system, and Blood Banks
and hospital directory within Bulacan.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Prof. Yolanda Roberto
Joshua Querol
Gabriel de Leon
Rhayan Calayag

Cecille Mejias
Giselle Siapo

yolanda.roberto@bulsu.edu.ph 



FloodSafe

A signaling device to the residence of an
specific place most probably low-lying
areas where people are prone to flood.
Aside of loud siren that will be heard
when the device detects the flood
water, this application will serve as a
notification for the updates of flood
situation where in we can monitor the
flood level, the flow rate as well as a
sudden flash flood. The system also have
a built in automatic message sender
once the sensor detects the water for
more safety warnings.

Cohort2 Ventures

Flood Alarm and Monitoring 
System for the Community

TEAM MEMBERS

Engr. Alberto Cruz Jr.
Dane Andrei T. Agoyaoy
Leo Mark DC. Castro
Rhizz David De Jesus

John Danielle Caragdag
Ivy Marisse Castro
Krisitan Santos
Rahino Quijano

alberto.cruzjr@bulsu.edu.ph



Harnest
GIS cloud based AI solution platform
to plan, budget, design, run, track
your project, maintenance and
operations that will help you
accelerate your renewable energy
project development.

Harnest will learn from your previous
data, previous projects and your
every actions within the system,
optimize it and give you
recommendations in real time.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Engr. Jester Carlos

carlosjester85@yahoo.com 



Thinktapp
This Application will serve as an
inventory of various professionals
around the country who are open for
invitations to be a trainer, mentor, or
event keynote speaker. This app will
give convenience to individuals who will
be looking for professionals to invite for
they will be guided by the app in many
ways such as providing educational and
professional backgrounds, locations,
and accomplishments.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Samantha Isabel Lacap
Paola Tenorio
Shiela Jane Malvar
Renz Pascua

Darvin Evidor
Lance Lemuel D. Pascua

thethinktappstartup.ph@gmail.com.



Minute Healthcare
Web Portal
This Application will serve as an
inventory of various professionals
around the country who are open for
invitations to be a trainer, mentor, or
event keynote speaker. This app will
give convenience to individuals who will
be looking for professionals to invite for
they will be guided by the app in many
ways such as providing educational and
professional backgrounds, locations,
and accomplishments.

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Jane Kristine G. Suarez
Dr. Josephine R. Bayonito
Aaron Paul M. Dela Rosa

Sameer Alsaeed R. Bhatti

janekristine.suarez@bulsu.edu.ph



Zenkai

This Application will serve as an
inventory of various professionals
around the country who are open for
invitations to be a trainer, mentor, or
event keynote speaker. This app will
give convenience to individuals who will
be looking for professionals to invite for
they will be guided by the app in many
ways such as providing educational and
professional backgrounds, locations,
and accomplishments.

Cohort2 Ventures

Mushmeat Hotdog

TEAM MEMBERS

Patricia Ann P. Camus
Anjielyn Cortes
Jobert M. Lajato

Ellaine Joy Sotto

patriciacamus16@gmail.com



School-based Fingerprint
Identification Laboratory
Simulator

This simulator will be utilized by the
Criminology students enrolled in
Personal Identification Techniques as
for their laboratory activities which is
similar with the Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (AFIS) used by the
Philippine National Police Crime
Laboratory

Cohort2 Ventures

TEAM MEMBERS

Jocelyn B. Benter
Louisito Cajanding
Jason Palma

Reniel dela Cruz

jocelyn.benter@bulsu.edu.ph



Got Big Ideas?

Connect with us!
Facebook:
@barastbi
Email:
barastbi@bulsu.edu.ph

mailto:barastbi@bulsu.edu.ph

